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? 
Rationale and Problem 
Rationale (1/2)  

Bob 

Available 
Objects 



? 
Rationale and Problem 
Rationale (2/2) 

n  Bob is hungry. Assuming that he never interacted with these 
objects, which one should he choose to be eaten? 

n  Modeling agent-object interactions is a complex task due to:  
¨  High number of objects 
¨  High number of possible interactions 



? Rationale and Problem 
Problem (1/2) 

“How can an agent identify the 
possibilities of interaction with an 

object and the consequences of that 
interaction, based on previous past 

experiences with other objects?” 



? 

Objects: 

•  What features? 

•  How to model? 

Agent: 

•  What concepts should 
have beforehand? 

Interaction: 

•  Which information to gather? 

•  How to use that information? 

•  How to model the consequences? 

Rationale and Problem 
Problem (2/2) 



? Related Work 
Objects and World Modeling 

n Smart-Objects,  

Kallmann et al. (1998) 

n Qualitative Physics,  

Cavazza et al. (2004) 



? Related Work 
Planning 
n  Action planning 

¨ Abaci et al. (2005) 

n  Pre-defined plans 

¨ Cavazza et al. (2001) 

¨ Levison et al. (1994) 



? Related Work 
Object Categorization 

n Gonçalves et al. (2002) 

n Cos-Aguilera et al. (2003) 



? Related Work 
Affordances (possible uses) 

n Concept learning 

¨ Cohen et al. (1997) 

n Use of affordances to guide action 

¨ Veloso et al. (2003) 

¨ Cos-Aguilera et al. (2003) 



? SOTAI Framework 
Inspiration 

n  SOTAI: Smart ObjecT-Agent Interaction 

n  Based on Gibson’s idea of affordance (1979) 
¨  Object possibilities that are perceived from an object by an agent 

accordingly to its action capabilities 

¨  Independent of the actor’s experience, knowledge, culture, or 
ability to perceive 

n  Based on Cohen’s conceptual knowledge acquisition 
system (1997) 



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (1/6) 

Agent Bob 

Object 
Orange 

Action: See 
Sensations: 
•  Shape – Spherical 
•  Color - Orange 

Action: Smell 
Sensations: 
•  Smell – Fragrant 

Stream: Color 
•  Red 

Stream: Shape 
•  Spherical 

Stream: Smell 
•  Fragrant 

Environment 



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (1/6) 

Agent Bob 

Object 
Orange 

Action: See 
Sensations: 
•  Shape – Spherical 
•  Color - Orange 

Action: Smell 
Sensations: 
•  Smell – Fragrant 

Stream: Color 
•  Red 
•  Orange 

Stream: Shape 
•  Spherical 

Stream: Smell 
•  Fragrant 

action execution 

action result 

Environment 



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (2/6) 

3 Streams -> 3 Contingency Tables 

color changed color mantained
shape changed 0 0
shape mantained 1 0

smell changed smell mantained
shape changed 0 0
shape mantained 0 1

smell changed smell mantained
color changed 0 1
color mantained 0 0



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (2/6) 

3 Streams -> 3 Contingency Tables 

color changed color mantained
shape changed 0 0
shape mantained 1 0

smell changed smell mantained
shape changed 0 0
shape mantained 0 1

smell changed smell mantained
shape changed 13 18
shape mantained 10 504



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (2/6) 

Statistical test: 

Associacion Measure: 

3 Streams -> 3 Contingency Tables 

color changed color mantained
shape changed 0 0
shape mantained 1 0

smell changed smell mantained
shape changed 0 0
shape mantained 0 1

smell changed smell mantained
shape changed 13 18
shape mantained 10 504



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (2/6) 

Scope 

shape - smell 

3 Streams -> 3 Contingency Tables 

color changed color mantained
shape changed 0 0
shape mantained 1 0

smell changed smell mantained
shape changed 0 0
shape mantained 0 1

smell changed smell mantained
color changed 0 1
color mantained 0 0



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (3/6) 

Shape: 1 token (spherical) 

Smell: 1 token (fragrant) 
-> 2 contingency tables 

spherical started non-spherical started
fragrant started
non-fragrant started

spherical ended non-spherical ended
fragrant ended
non-fragrant ended



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (3/6) 

spherical started non-spherical started
fragrant started 18 4
non-fragrant started 9 400

spherical ended non-spherical ended
fragrant ended 45 10
non-fragrant ended 6 394



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (3/6) 

Base Fluent 

spherical started non-spherical started
fragrant started 18 4
non-fragrant started 9 400

spherical ended non-spherical ended
fragrant ended 45 10
non-fragrant ended 6 394

Shape: spherical, Smell: fragrant  



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (4/6) 

-> 2 contingency tables 
Health: healthy, Taste: sweet  F2 

Shape: spherical, Smell: fragrant  F1 

F1 starts F1 doesn't start
F2 active
F2 inactive

F2 starts F2 doesn't start
F1 active
F1 inactive



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (4/6) 

F1 starts F1 doesn't start
F2 active 18 300
F2 inactive 50 56

F2 starts F2 doesn't start
F1 active 18 4
F1 inactive 9 400



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (4/6) 

Context 

Health: healthy, Taste: sweet  F2 

Shape: spherical, Smell: fragrant  F1 

F1 starts F1 doesn't start
F2 active 18 300
F2 inactive 50 56

F2 starts F2 doesn't start
F1 active 18 4
F1 inactive 9 400



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (5/6) 

Shape: spherical, Smell: fragrant  

Health: healthy, Taste: sweet  

Context C1 
Health: healthy, Taste: sweet 

Mood: happy, Pain: pleasure  

Context C2 



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (5/6) 

Chain 

Shape: spherical, Smell: fragrant  

Health: healthy, Taste: sweet  

Context C1 
Health: healthy, Taste: sweet 

Mood: happy, Pain: pleasure  

Context C2 

Shape: spherical, Smell: fragrant  

Health: healthy, Taste: sweet  

Mood: happy, Pain: pleasure  



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (6/6) 

Chain List 
Shape: spherical, Smell: fragrant  

Health: healthy, Taste: sweet 

Mood: happy, Pain: pleasure  

Color: red, Shape: spherical 

Color: orange, Shape: spherical 



? SOTAI Framework 

Conceptual Model (6/6) 

Chain List 

Fluent 

Shape: spherical, Smell: fragrant  

Health: healthy, Taste: sweet 

Mood: happy, Pain: pleasure  

Color: orange, Color: red, Shape: spherical 
grouping 



? SOTAI Framework 
Innovation 

n  More efficient knowledge acquisition 

n  Acquisition of simultaneous symbolic tokens within the 
same sensorial channel 

n  Smart-Object paradigm in the organization of information 

n  Simultaneous agents support 

n  System conceived to work in 3D virtual worlds using 
qualitative physics ideas 



? SOTAI Framework 

Case Study 

n Dynamic Library SOTAI.dll (C#) 

n SOTAI-XML schema 



? SOTAI Framework 

SOTAITester 



? Results 

Associations between Scopes 

n 5 best  
¨  health – touch 
¨  color – shape  
¨  pain – touch 
¨  sound – sleep 
¨  pain – health 

n 5 worse 
¨  hunger – mood 
¨  sound – power 
¨  sound – taste 
¨  hunger – sleep 
¨  smell – power 



? Results 

Largest acquired Fluents 

hunger: hungry, sound: frying, smell: burnt 

taste: metallic, health: ill, taste: bad, pain: painful, power: hazardous 

taste: sweet, health: healthy, taste: pleasant, pain: pleasant, power: energizing 

health: healthy, hunger: full, power: energizing 



? Conclusions and Future Work 

Remembering our Problem... 

“How can an agent identify the 
possibilities of interaction with an 

object and the consequences of that 
interaction, based on previous past 

experiences with other objects?” 



? 

Objects: 

•  What features? 

•  How to model? 

Agent: 

•  What concepts should 
have beforehand? 

Interaction: 

•  Which information to gather? 

•  How to use that information? 

•  How to model the consequences? 

Conclusions and Future Work 

Conclusions 



? Conclusions and Future Work 

Future Work 

n  Ideas: 
¨ Reinforced learning algorithm to guide agent’s 

behavior based on expectation and 
confidence 

¨ Use concepts acquired from the interactions 
with objects to allow agents to work with 
similar but unknown objects 



? 

Questions... 


